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ABSTRACT 

A new discrete ordinates method designed for use on modern, large mem

ory, vector and/or parallel processing super computers has been developed. The 

method is similar to conventional SN techniques in that the medium is divided 

into spatial mesh cells and that discrete directions are used. However, in place of 

an approximate differencing scheme, a nearly exact matrix representation of the 

streaming operator is determined. Although extremely large, this matrix can be 

stored on today's computers for repeated use in the source iteration. Since the 

source iteration is cast in matrix form it benefits enormously from vector and/or 

parallel processing, if available. Several test results are presented demonstrating 

the reduction in numerical diffusion and elimination of ray effects. 
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CHAPTER 1. 

INTRODUCTION 

The distribution of unbound subatomic particles and/or photons within a 

medium is of fundamental importance in many fields of research today. Although 

for the most part the primary interest in this area has been in the nuclear indus

try (radiation shielding, reactor design, etc.), an increasing number of applications 

are being found in other industries such as the oil, health, electronic, and even 

agricultural sciences. In most of these research fields, for the media and energies 

of concern, the particle/photon distribution is governed by the linear Boltzmann 

transport equation1. 

Since the original formulation of this equation many years ago, a myriad of 

solution techniques have been presented. Each solution technique varies greatly in 

approach and can be classified according to the particular form of the Boltzmann 

equation (integrodifferential, integral, or surface integral form) which they purport 

to solve. Although by no means complete, Figure 1.1 is a diagram of the general 

categories into which most of these solutions fall. Even though analytic solutions 

are possible for an ever growing number of cases, the bulk of the commonly used 

solutions are numerical in nature. 

Of all the techniques illustrated in Fig. 1.1, the discrete ordinates2, or SN 

method as it is known, is the most widely used method for obtaining deterministic 
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numerical solutions to the neutral particle transport equation. Relatively recently, 

it has also found application, with varying degrees of success, to both proton3 

and electron4-8 transport equations. In addition to the details of implementation, 

the primary difference between the SN method and the others shown lies with the 

treatment of the angular dependence of the particle/photon distribution. Whereas 

in most of the other techniques the angular variable is treated as a continuous 

function, in the SN method angular space is discretized into a finite set of discrete 

directions. The integrodifferential equation is then evaluated directly but only along 

these discrete directions. 

This approach has two very attractive benefits which account for the meth

ods popularity; the derivation of the SN equations is very straightforward, and 

the algorithms generated are computationally (especially with regards to computer 

memory requirements) very efficient. At the time of its original development, the 

early 1950s, these benefits were of paramount importance, owing to the limited 

memories and speeds of the scalar computers available at the time. The fact that 

the method continues to be used and adapted in old and new applications, in this 

age of modern computing abilities, is a tribute to its power and versatility. However, 

as with any method which seeks to represent a continuous function in a discrete 

manner, the SN solutions have not been without problems; the most notable of 

which are numerical diffusion, and ray effects. 

The first of these results primarily from spatial discretization of the streaming 

term of the transport equation, and varies in severity with the particular differencing 

scheme used. Although differencing schemes are based on physical arguments they 

tend to smear the streaming particles into spatial regions which are, in reality, 
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physically "inaccessible". This smearing can be quite severe near flux discontinuites. 

The method of streaming rays9, a hybrid of the method of characteristics and 

finite difference SN techniques, was developed to eliminate this numerical dispersion, 

however it offers no help in mitigating ray effects. 

Ray effects are anomalies that arise from the angular discretization of the 

streaming term of the transport equation, and are most noticeable in highly ab

sorbing or low scattering media. For these media it is easy to see that the SN 

approximation will give incorrect results. In simple terms, the streaming contri

butions to the angular flux will be overestimated at mesh cells that that can be 

connected to the source by one of the discrete directions, and underestimated for 

those cells which lie between adjacent discrete directions. The effect is to produce 

non-physical distortions which appear as "ripples" in the scalar flux. This can be 

a serious drawback particularly in problems where physical variations are expected 

and are confused or obscured by these non-physcial rays. 

To date the most common method of reducing ray effects is also the most 

obvious. Since the anomaly is the result of the discretization of the angular variable, 

common sense suggests that simply increasing the number of discrete directions 

would alleviate the difficulty. However, in many cases, this is unfeasible due to 

the increased memory requirements and computational times needed for acceptably 

accurate solutions. The seriousness of the situation is evidenced by the enormous 

effort expended, since ray effects were first reported10, in developing alternative 

methods which reduce or eliminate this discretization error. A complete listing of 

all of these methods would be very extensive and not altogether useful. Instead a 
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brief review of some of the more successful techniques is presented along with their 

associated disadvantages; disadvantages which we believe justify this work. 

In general most of the research in this area may be classified along one of 

three lines, 

1. first collision source methods, 

2. reformulation of the SN equations, or 

3. hybrid techniques. 

In the first of these approaches the uncollided flux and first collision source 

are calculated analytically. The collided flux is then determined using the SN 

method. The ray effects for the collided flux calculation are usually minor since 

the first collision source is often not as localized as the original source. Along the 

same lines it has also been suggested for more complicated cases, that the flux due 

to the first several collisions be obtained through a higher order approximation of 

some type (eg. SN with a large number of discrete directions). The flux thus ob

tained could then be used as an iteration source to obtain the total flux through a 

lower order SN approximation. 

Several reformulations11-15 of the discrete ordinates equations have also been 

proposed, which have yielded results with some degree of mitigation. In general the 

reformulations use some other type of angular approximation to generate discrete 

ordinate-like equations. In addition to the increased complexity and computational 

times required, most of these attempts reported only limited mitigation of the ray 

effect. The most successful of these appears to be the conversion of the SN equations, 
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through the use of fictitious sources, to spherical harmonics equations16, which are 

not subject to the ray effects. The disadvantage of this method is the large increase 

in computation cost due to the slower convergence rate of the source iterations. 

An SN-Monte Carlo hybrid method17 has also been developed which has been 

successful in eliminating ray effects without significantly increasing the total com

puter memory requirements. The mitigation effects of this technique are obtained 

by randomly selecting the angular directions for streaming at each iteration step, 

while performing the source integration on a preselected angular quadrature set. 

The effect is to multiply the number of discrete directions available to a particle by 

the number of iterations necessary for convergence. As a side effect however, the 

convergence rate is slowed considerably. 

Along the same lines, a second type of SN-Monte Carlo hybrid method18 

using response matrices19 has been developed. In this method the spatial area 

under consideration is subdivided into regions for which one of these techniques is 

best suited. The solutions obtained by the different methods are then linked at 

the regional boundaries by the use of the response matrices. Ray effects are kept 

to a minimum by performing calculations using the Monte Carlo technique in the 

optically thin regions. 

Although many remedies have been suggested over the years, few have been 

successful in demonstrating a significant reduction, and even fewer in the total 

elimination of this artifical flux distortion. Those which have had success seem 

to be related by the common threads of increased complexity and computation 

time. The purpose of this paper is to present a new approach developed specifically 
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for today's large memory, vector and/or parallel processing super computers. This 

super computer SN (SCSN) method is also a hybrid, combining elements of multiple 

collision, integral and conventional SN methods. As the name implies, the method 

is based on the conventional SN technique in that the medium is divided into spatial 

mesh cells and discrete angles are used. However, instead of relying on conventional 

differencing schemes, elements of multiple collison and integral transport methods 

are combined to determine a nearly exact matrix representation of the streaming 

operator. This matrix is then used directly in the source iteration. The calculation 

of the matrix elements is facilitated by the introduction of a separate angular grid, 

comprised of 'cones', superimposed over the spatial mesh. The cones extend the 

space available to streaming particles to include the regions between the discrete 

directions, thereby eliminating ray effects. In addition, those elements of the matrix 

that correspond to streaming particles passing from one angular cone to another 

are easily identified and set equal to zero. This eliminates the numerical diffusion of 

streaming particles. Of course, some minimal numerical diffusion due to the spatial 

discretization of the scattering source could still be present. Although the use of 

cones is not a new idea20, here they are used to relate all mesh cells of the discrete 

ordinates grid, as opposed to linking only those cells adjacent to one another. 

Although the discovery and subsequent search for remedies for ray effects 

and numerical diffusion have, for the most part, been applied to the neutral particle 

transport equation, these effects are purely a result of the SN formulation itself, and 

are therefore present in any problem in which this classical formulation is used. Al

though our formulation is applied to the Spencer Lewis electron transport equation, 

the technique should be equally valid in the neutral particle case. 
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Beginning in Chapter 2 the Spencer-Lewis electron transport equation, along 

with its particular pecularities is introduced. The discrete ordinates equations are 

then derived using a weighted residual method, after which the SCSN equations are 

developed, followed by a derivation of the conventional SN equations for comparison 

purposes. Chapter 2 concludes with a detailed explanation of the method whereby 

the elements of the operator are determined. In Chapter 3 the algorithm which takes 

advantage of the time-like behavior of the Spencer-Lewis equation is presented. 

Chapter 4 then compares the results of calculations obtained from conventional 

SN and SCSN, revealing the elimination of ray effects and decreased numerical 

dispersion. A comparison of the computation times and efficiencies is also made. 

Finally Chapter 5 will present a summary of the advantages and disadvantages of 

the SCSN method along with suggestions on possible future work. 
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LINEAR BOLTZMANN TRANSPORT EQUATION 

Probablistic: Monte Carlo 

Deterministic 
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Analytic (ID) Finite Difference 

Singular Eigenfunction 

Method of Characteristics 

Figure 1.1 General Categories of Solution Techniques For The Boltzmann Equation 
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CHAPTER 2. 

THEORY 

In this chapter the Spencer-Lewis electron transport equation along with 

the its associated assumptions is introduced. The discrete ordinate formulation 

corresponding to this equation is then derived using a weighted residual method. 

The SCSN equations are then developed, followed by the conventional SN equations 

used for comparison. Finally the chapter concludes with a description of the the 

method for determining the inverse matrix form of the streaming operator, critical 

to the SCSN method. 

For certain situations, the one-dimensional transport of electrons in homoge

neous media can be described by the Spencer-Lewis electron transport equation,21,22 

2.1 The Spencer Lewis Electron Transport Equation 

d_ 
ds 
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in which 

<f>(x,[x ,s )  = electron flux at position x ,  path length s ,  

in direction /x, 

a(s) = total (scattering) cross section, 

o(s,y! —»fi) = differential scattering cross section, 

and 

q(x ,  f i ,  5) = external electron source. 

Inherent in Eq. (1) are the follwoing assumptions: 

1. There are no externally applied magnetic or electrical fields 

2. Fields created by the electrons themselves are negligible 

3. Electron-electron and electron-nucleus scatters may be modelled as localized 

collisions. 

4. The Continuous Slowing Down Approximation(CSDA) is valid. 

With these assumptions it is possible to derive Eq. (2.1) from the energy and time 

dependent electron transport equation23. 

According to the last assumption above there is a one-to-one correspondence 

between the distance traveled and the energy lost by an electron as it travels through 

a medium. As a result the path length variable s actually plays the role of an energy 

variable. More formally the CSDA models the collision process by decoupling the 

angular reorientation and energy loss associated with a collision into two seperate 
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processes. Collisions are then only responsible for changing an electron's direction 

of travel and the energy loss is determined by the stopping power of the medium, 

I4f|, which is a known function of energy. In actuality electrons lose energy in 

discrete amounts and so the CSDA is not an exact representation. Deviation from 

this model is known as straggling and is not addressed here. 

The following derivation is adapted from the generalized derivation presented 

by Filippone24. It is included here for completeness and to explicitly introduce the 

assumptions and restrictions behind these equations. 

If the flux in Eq. (2.1) is approximated by 

M 

2.2 The SM Equations 

= \  <f> m  (x ,s )B m  (n)  (2.2) 
m'=l 

where the Bm> are a set of M basis functions, the residuals associated with <f> may 

be defined as 

m'=l 

1 M 

i 

-q(x ,n ,s )  (2.3) 

In order to determine the expansion coefficients <f>m' the residual is forced to be 

or thogonal  to  a  set  of  tes t  funct ions ,  [T m ( /x) ;  m = 1,2 ,  M],  

(2.4) 
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Eq. (2.3) may then be rewritten as 

M r a M .1 £+»«J £ r (*,»)/ 
+ E £; f T™Wi>Bm\»)dii 

m'=l ^ 

= f; r\x ,s )  f 1  f T m *Wa{s^ '  -> W' t fWdn 
trJ=l J~i -7"1 

+ j  T m *(n)q(x ,n ,s )df i  (2.5) 

where the asterisks denote complex conjugation. 

By requiring the T m  and B m  functions to be biorthonormal with weight 

function 1 and biorthogonal with weight function fi such that 

J' T~MB-' = «w (6) 

jf = £m*W, (2.7) 

Eq. (2.5) reduces to the desired discrete ordinates equations: 

M 

[•£m] = y^ Smm'<l>m'(x,s) + qm(x,s) 
m'=1 

m =1,2, ....M (2.8) 

in which 

=  < 2 9 » 

S m m '  = J1 J1 
T m *(n)a(s,fi' - /i)Bm'(/i')W, (2.10) 

q m (x ,s )= (2.11) 

and 
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H m  Kfi m  = j  T m *( fx) f iB m ( i i )dn (2.12) 

where (im is the mth discrete direction. 

To insure that positive values of the flux are obtained from Eq. (2.8) we 

use SMART scattering theory24 to model the highly anisotropic electron scattering 

kernel. With this formulation the Smm' are replaced by 5mm», the elements of the 

SMART scattering matrix. 
M 

[L m ]r(x ,s )= £  S m m ,<l> m ' (x , s )  +  q m (x ,s )  
m'=l 

m =1,2, ....M. (2.13) 

The Smm> (with the aid of spatially independent analytic solutions and an appro

priate choice of test and basis functions) can be chosen positive, and such that, 

a huge number of miniscule deflections is simulated by a lesser number of larger 

deflections. As seen below, our algorithm for solving Eq. (2.13) is positive and 

therefore negative fluxes can not occur. In other words, given a positive valued 

source, the algorithm structure guarantees that only positive valued fluxes will be 

calculated. 

2.3 The SCSM Equations 

Decomposition of the electron flux of Eq. (2.13) into its collided and uncol-

lided components leads to the following representation: 

[Lm\ #?(*, s) =?m(x, s) (2.14) 

M 
[£„) «•(*,») = Y, S) (2.15) 

m'=I 

where 
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(2.i6) 
n=l 

and <j>™ is the flux of particles having suffered n collisions. It is apparent from 

Eq. (2.14) that the inverse operator, [Lm\~l is a streaming operator, transforming 

a source into the corresponding uncollided flux. The formulation we present here 

takes advantage of this knowledge to determine a nearly exact discretized form of 

this operator. It is this operator, when applied to a discretized form of Eq. (2.13), 

that yields solutions without obersevable ray effects or numerical diffusion. 

The derivation of the SCSN equations is extremely straightforward from this 

point. Discretization of both the path length variable s, denoted by the subscript 

i, and the spatial variable x, denoted by the subscript j, reduces Eqs. (2.14) and 

(2.15) to 

[L „J#W" (2-17) 

M 

[Lm] ^mm' [w (2.18) 
m'=l 

in which <£™(r = o,c) has components <j>™^ q m has components q™ •>, and Lm 

corresponds to the discretized form of the original operator Lm. Solving both Eqs. 

(17) and (18) for the uncollided and collided fluxes respectively yields the SCSN 

equations, 

C=[Lm]_19m, (2.19) 

M 
iT(r+" =[Lm]-1 £ + QT 

where 

,m'=l 

M 

(2.20) 

= Y, (2.21) 
tn'=l 
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and the superscript ( p )  indicates the pih iterate. * The basic principle behind the 

SCSN method is to use Eq. (2.19), along with an independently derivable expression 

for the uncollided flux to determine the elements of the [Lm]-1. Once determined 

the streaming operator is used in Eq. (2.20), which is solved by the standard source 

iteration method. 

Before giving our expression for the [Lm]-1 we show how these operators are ap

proximated in conventional Sn calculations. 

2.4 Conventional Sm 

Discretization of the space and path length variables in Eq. (2.13), and integration 

over an arbitrary cell ij, in which i represents the path length index, and j the 

spatial index, leads to, 

2hi + fe+i) ~ + aa<t>Ti,i) = QTi,i) (2-22) 

where 

/ <i>m(x>si±t)dx (2-23) 

•'+* 

/ <t>m(xj±t>3)ds (2-24) 

^ For the relationship between the p" iterate and the collided flux <j>™ tee Appendix A, section 

A.l 
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*>+* '.+* 

J d x  J  r ( x ' a ) d s  ( 2 2 5 )  

m  

m'=l 

and, 

«(">)= (2'26> 

/< 
>+? •+1 

=AxjAsi J dx J 1m (-x< sV s- <2'27> 

Aside from the inaccuracies in Q™ ̂ , such as those inevitably due to the approxi

mate angular integration of the scattering contribution, Eq. (2.22) is exact. How

ever, assuming the incoming fluxes jy <t>™ j_iy 8X6 both known there is 

only one equation for the three unknowns jy <f>™ j+^y and <f>™ jy To obtain a 

solution, two additional equations are required and these are obtained by introduc

ing a spatial differencing scheme. The simplest and most common of these, known 

as the diamond differencing approximation, assumes that the edge and center fluxes 

are related by, 

1ij) ^(»'~aij) im /n 
2 (2,2S) 

and, 

+  -m /9  «q\ 
2 ~hi,3)- (2-2 9) 

Although many other differencing schemes exist, such as linear discontinuous20, 

quadratic21, and linear characteristics22, to our knowledge all are subjected to nu

merical diffusion and ray effects to some extent. To preserve as much simplicity as 
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possible, the above diamond differencing scheme and associated algorithm will used 

for comparison to the SCSN formulation. 

With this augmented set of equations the are determined using the standard 

source iteration technique, 

£m(p+i) =[Lfn]-i q M p )  (2.30) 

where 
M 

QM p) = Sm m ,$m ( p )  + qm ,  (2.31) 
m'=1 

<£m(p+i) as jts components the <j>£and the matrix elements of [Lm] 1 are 

defined implicitly by Eqs. (2.22), (2.28), and (2.29). 

In the conventional Sn algorithm the large matrix [Lm]-1 is never explicitly de

termined. Instead the unknown fluxes ^{7+1 j)> ^ 4*™ j+i) 3X6 determined 

one cell at a time, sweeping across the spatial mesh grid in the direction of par

ticle travel. This procedure has two important advantages that were essential for 

implementation on early day computers, 

1) There is no need to calculate, nor to store, the large [Lm]_1 matrix. 

2) Since [Lm]-1 represents an streaming operator many of its elements are zero. 
The matrix multiplication implied by Eq. (2.20), contains very few computations 
which contribute to the solution. The above formulation by sidestepping this matrix 
mulitplication requires far fewer mathematical operations, an essential time saving 
feature for codes being executed on scalar machines. 

However, there are also disadvantages in using a differencing scheme, such as di

amond differencing, that are often all too apparent. The implicit calculation of 
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the operator [Lm]-1, although rapid and very efficient in conserving storage, is 

the source of both ray effects and the numerical diffusion of streaming particles. 

Although the elements relating cells which are adjacent to a 'source' cell are deter

mined (implicitly) fairly accurately, those corresponding to distant cells are obtained 

(implicitly) only after the repeated application of the spatial differencing scheme. 

This repeated application causes mulitiplication of discretization errors and many of 

the elements that are known to be zero, to take on positive or even negative values, 

dispersing particles into forbidden regions. Furthermore, matrix elements for cells 

lying along a discrete direction tend to be over-estimated causing ray effects. Since 

scattering tends to reduce the magnitude of the distant cell matrix elements it also 

reduces the severity of these two errors. 

To reduce these discretization errors we present a method designed specifically with 

today's large memory, vector and/or parallel processing super computers in mind. 

As mentioned earlier the basic principles of this SCSN method are simple. Rather 

than employing approximations to close the set of discrete ordinates equations, we 

have chosen to implement Eq. (2.20) directly, by first explicitly calculating the 

elements of the [Lm]-1 matrices. For the most part the problem is then reduced 

to one of determining these matrix elements, to an accuracy consistent with the 

original discretization scheme. 

2.5 Determining The Matrix Elements 

In discrete form the element Ikm]-1 represents the uncollided con

tribution to cell ij from a monodirectional unit source of direction m in cell i'j'. In 
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theory each of these matrix elements could be evaluated to any degree of accuracy. 

However, a large computational effort would not be justified considering the level 

of approximations already made. To preserve as much simplicity as possible with

out sacrificing accuracy significantly, we use instead a semi-analytic expression in 

conjunction with a geometric scheme based on physical arguments. 

The contribution of uncollided flux from a unit source in the cell i'j' (hereafter 

referred to as the source cell) to the entire path length step i, containing the cell ij 

(hereafter referred to as the target cell), is first determined from the relation, 

±vn 
*Pi,o 

1 1.0 ——J—TT-, for i' = i, 
**.(<tf) 

(2.32) 

k [" EUi'+i °k&Sk\  ̂  tjt for i > i', 

where ASj is the size of the ith path length step. As Eq. (2.32) indicates <j>^0 is 

independent of the spatial discretization. Both of these expressions are derived by 

performing a balance of uncollided electrons over the path length i. (See Appendix 

b) 

Once determined is then distributed to the individual spatial mesh cells by 

overlaying an angular cone, emananting from the source cell, on the spatial grid. 

For this angular cone we use one of two forms, depending on the relative distance 

of the target path length from the path length of the source cell. 

Figure 2.1 illustrates the construction of the angular cone for the discrete direction 

m, used for target path length steps when t > V +1. The angular cone is generated 

by extending the region of influence of the discrete direction m to include half of 
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the angular distance to each of the m + 1 and m — 1 directions. The area created 

by the intersection of this angular cone and the i ± ^ bondaries of the target path 

length step defines a region over which <f>™m is to be distributed. The individual 

elements of the [Lm]-1 are then calculated based on the ratio of area contained 

within a particular mesh cell to this total area, 

/ area of intersection within cell ij \ 
%'° \total area of intersection within path length i J 

If a cell within the target path length is not intercepted by the angular cone the 

matrix element for that target cell is zero. In fact the majority of these elements 

are zero, as Fig. 2.1 clearly shows. 

Figure 2.2 illustrates the constuction of the equivalent angular cone for target path 

length steps for which i < i' + 1. Whereas the angular cone originated from the 

center of the source cell for the target path length steps above, it is now constructed 

so that the m ± ̂  boundaries of the cone originate from the centers of the spatial 

edges of the source cell. Once the area is defined, Eq. (2.33) is again used for 

calculating the individual elements. 

The distinction between these two cases is made based on physical arguments. If 

the previous cell centered scheme were used throughout the discrete ordinates grid, 

the elements of the [Lm]-1 for adjacent cells would be underestimated. In fact, a 

simple examination of Fig. 2.1 shows that for this scheme, regardless of the discrete 

direction, the elements of the [Lm]-1 for the cells immediately above and below the 

source cell, i'j', would be zero. Since this is clearly incorrect, the edge centered 

scheme is more appropriate for calculating the nearby cell matrix elements. On the 

other hand, if the above cell edge center scheme (Fig. 2.2) were applied to the entire 
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grid, the extended regions of adjacent discrete directions would overlap for distant 

cells overcompensating for use of discrete directions. 

This semi-analytic geometric scheme described above for computing the elements of 

the [Lm]-1 is the fundamental mechanism whereby both ray effects and numerical 

diffusion are removed. The use of discrete ordinates is compensated for by extend

ing the region of influence of each discrete direction to include a portion of the 

previously 'unseen' space between adjacent directions. The numerical diffusion has 

been reduced by explicitly setting to zero those elements of [Lm]-1 which should be 

zero, preventing a streaming contribution to cells which are not within the angular 

cone of fim. 
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Figure 2.1 Angular cone construction for » > »' +1 
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Figure 2.2 Angular cone construction for t < t' + 1. 
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CHAPTER 3. 

THE ALGORITHM 

In its present form the direct use of Eqs. (2.19) and (2.20) would require 

the computation and storage of each of the [Lm]-1 elements. For a discretization 

scheme in which U and jl represent the total number of path length steps and 

spatial mesh cells respectively, each of the [Lm]-1 would contain (il x jl)2 terms. 

However, as indicated earlier, many of these elements are zero, and since s increases 

monotonically as the electrons transport, the calculation for each path length step 

can be done sequentially. It is therefore possible to develop a scheme whereby many 

of these zero elements can be excluded from the computation. 

Since there can be no upscattering in path length, path length steps which 

have higher values of s cannot contribute particles to those with lower values. Those 

elements of [Lm]-1 which correspond to the cells within those "downstream" path 

lengths are therefore zero. We avoid the unnecessary inclusion of these terms by 

adopting a path length by path length calculational procedure. For this formulation 

the path length specific form of Eq. (2.20) becomes, 

IS'+1) = M1 Y. &-• fe,p) + <?") (s i) 
ro'=s 1 
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where Q™ is the first collided source, and the path length index i  is explicitly 

included for clarity. The path length specific operator [Lmjjj1 requires the compu

tation and storage of only jl x jl terms, since only those terms relating the spatial 

mesh cells of path length step i are necessary. 

The elements of the uncollided flux, $"0, are determined in a separate cal

culation by summing the individual contributions from the spatial mesh cells of the 

proceeding path length steps, according to the same geometrical scheme described 

in Chapter 2. Once the angular cone of a particular source cell is constructed, com

putation is minimized by identifying and restricting the uncollided calculation to 

include only those spatial mesh cells within the cone. 

To show the equivalence between the path length step specific form repre

sented by Eq. (3.1), and that implied by Eq. (2.20), it will be necessary to manip

ulate Eqs. (2.19), (2.20), and (2.21), which are repeated here for convienence. 

3.1 The Equivalence of Eas. ('3.1') and f 2.201 

fr -w'f (2.19) 

(2.20) 

and 
M 

(2.21) 
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Substitution of Eq. (2.21) into Eq. (2.20), adding Eq. (2.19), and taking the 

limit as p —» oo, results in the relation, 
M 

Let 

r = [Lm] -1 

.m'=l 

w 

& 

* m [?2m] 

\\srV 

[lm]"1 = 
(Lm]2)i [Lm]2,2 

[Lto]i,,7 ^ 

[lm]2,i/ 

S'mm' 

s * .  

[$L] 

(3.2) 

(3.3) 

(3.4) 

(3.5) 

(3.6) 

where il denotes the total number of path length steps. Each submatrix represents 

an ith component of the total matrix and is composed of terms representing the 

individual spatial cells contained within the ith path length step. For example, the 

submatrix for the itk flux can also be represented as 
A™ 
Vi,l 

[*]-
6™., 

(3.7) 



where jl is the total number of spatial mesh cells. 
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With the defintions of Eqs. (3.3) through (3.6) it is possible to write Eq. 

(3.2) for the ith component of the flux as, 

t( r m 

f r - E  
»'=i ,m'=1 

(3.8) 

It is now possible to separate Eq. (3.8) into a contribtuion from the i t h  path 

length step itself,  and a contribution from all other path length steps i '  ^  i ,  

-l 
It +? =w« 

i—1 

M 

£ Wr'tf.' 
m'=l 

i'=l 

r m 

,tn'=l 

(3.9) 

The summation of the second term of Eq. (3.9) has been restricted to include only 

path length steps which precede the one of interest, since [Lm]^ = 0 for i' > i. This 

reflects the fact that path length variable s increases monotonically as the electrons 

trasnport, as previously mentioned. In other words it is impossible for path length 

steps for which i' > i to contribute to the ith path length step. 

It is apparent from Eq. (3.9) that the i t k  flux may be divided into collided 

and uncollided terms such that, 

j to j to . jffl <Pi =0»,c + 0.\,  m 
o (3.10) 

where 

i—1 

fe=M'f i
m + ElL"E' 

i'=l 

M <v •; | 
51 JLTO . -»f| 

' 5i' 
m'=l 

(3.11) 

and 
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r m 

c=[lm]« £ Sinm'tf 

-1 

,m'=1 

M 

E ( < « ' + c ' )  
,m'=l 

r m 

,m'=1 

=mn' 

where it is apparent 
m  q™= E £.«-*£• 

E ̂ 'Ce+<3 

m'=l 

Equation (3.12) may now be soved iteratively, 

m  
%r>=it-K* E &»• (fo0,1+«™) 

m'—l 

(3.12) 

(3.13) 

(3.1) 

while <£™0, Q™ and the second term of Eq. (3.11) are solved for directly, making 

it unnecessary to explicitly calculate and store the for i' ^ i. Furthermore 

since Eq. (3.12) is equivalent to Eq. (3.1) it has been proven that Eqs. (3.1) and 

(2.20) are also equivalent. 

3.2 Calculational Procedure 

Summarizing, the computational procedure for path length i  is: 

1) For each discrete direction m, the [Lm]^x are determined from the 
geometric scheme descibed earlier. 

2.) Each of the <j>™0 (m = 1, M) are then found through an implicit 
implimentation of Eq. (3.11). 
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3.) The first collision source is formed from 

<3™ « £ S'™<° (3.13) 
m'=l 

for each discrete direction and substituted into Eq. (3.1) . 

4.) Once Eq. (3.1) has converged the total flux is obtained from 

(3.10) 

The procedure is then repeated for each succeeding path length step until 

the calculations are complete. 

The code is comprised of approximately 1700 lines of FORTRAN 77, of which 

approximately 40% was inherited from a previously written conventional discrete 

ordinates code. The inherited portions consisted mainly of memory allocation, 

input and output statements, and the SMART cross section generation routines. 

All computer runs were performed on a Digital Electronics Corporation 8650, and 

Scientific Computing Systems SCS 40. 

The most important feature of the SCSn code structure is the form of the 

source iteration. As implied by Eq. (3.1), the source iteration is cast in matrix form. 

Once the [i/mlii1 operator has been determined (Subroutine LIN), and the first 

collision source calculated, the program repeatedly calls the subroutine fluxes 

which is the FORTRAN equivalent of Eq. (3.1). Once the new iterate has been 

3.3 Code Structure 
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calculated the source is updated in subroutine UPDATE, and compared to the 

previous iterate. When the process has converged (IC=1) the program merely 

moves on to the next path length step and repeats the process. The actual coding 

for the source iteration along with the subroutine FLUXES is shown below. 

DO 3000 II = I, ITS MAX 

CALL FLUXES(F, Q, GEOLIN, IL, JL, KL) 

CALL UPDATE(F, Q, SCAT, Q l ,  ITS, IL, JL, KL, I) 

IF(IC .EQ. 1 )GOTO 400 

3000 CONTINUE 

SUBROUTINE FLUXES(F, Q, GEOLIN, IL, JL, KL) 

DIMENSION GEOLIN(JL, JL, KL), F(JL, KL), Q(JL, KL) 

DO 8100 K = 1,KL 

DO 8100 J = 1,JL 

SUM = 0.0 

DO 4000 JO = 1,JL 

4000 SUM = SUM + GEOLIN(J, JO, K) * Q(JO, K) 

8100 F(J,K) = SUM 

RETURN 

END 

The above code segment has been included only to illustrate the enormous 

benefit which can be obtained by execution on a vector and/or parallel processing 

machine. 
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CHAPTER 4. 

RESULTS 

In this chapter the performance of the SCSN algorithm is analyzed and com

pared to results obtained from a conventional Sn solution using a diamond dif

ferencing (DD) scheme. The superiority of the new method is demonstrated with 

regards to both ray effects and numerical diffusion, and the computational speed 

and efficiency are also compared. 

4.1 Rav Mitigation Properties 

In order to determine the ray mitigation properties of the SCSN method 

it was necessary to test the algorithm in a situation for which the conventional 

Sn technique is clearly subject to ray effects. To this end, five test cases were 

executed for an isotropic, 200 KeV electron source incident on the spatial center of 

an Aluminum slab. The number of discrete directions used was the only parameter 

which varied between cases, taking on values of 2, 4, 6, 8, and 12. The results of 

the SCSn calculations are shown in Figs. 4.1a-4.5a, and those of the DD method 

in Figs. 4.1b-4.5b. The mesh cell sizes corresponded to 3.7 mean-£ree-path squares, 

an optically thin medium. 
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The results of the DD calculations were as expected. Significant ray effects 

are noticeable in each of the low order quadrature cases and persist to some extent 

even into the M = 12 (Fig. 4.5b) case. An examination of Figs. (4.1a-4.5a) reveals 

that for the most part the SCSN method is not subject to these same effects. The 

physical variations which are present appear to be the result of scattering. This is 

born out by Figs. (4.6a) and (4.6b), which show results for a test case identical to 

that described above (M=4) with the exception that isotropic scattering was also 

assumed. The ray effects in the DD case (Fig. 4.6a) are still very prevalent, however 

the physical variations present in Fig. (4.6b) have disappeared. 

To insure that this new method was capable of reproducing results for which 

the conventional SN can be considered reliable, the above test cases were repeated for 

an optically thick medium (37 mfp squares). Figures (4.7a-4.11a) and (4.7b-4.11b) 

illustrate the results obtained once again for angular quadratures of 2, 4, 6, 8, and 

1 2 .  T h e  r e m a r k a b l y  p e r s i s t e n t  n a t u r e  o f  t h e  r a y  e f f e c t s  i s  i l l u s t r a t e d  b y  t h e  M  —  2  

and 4 (Figs. 4.7b and 4.8b) of the conventional results. The SCSn counterparts 

to these results (Figs. 4.7a and 4.8a) show no such effects, although there does 

seem to be a scattering ray effect present in the M = 4 (Fig. 4.8a) case. For 

higher orders of quadrature the DD solution appears to remain constant, indicating 

that an accurate solution has been obtained. Comparison of Figs. (4.9a-4.11a) and 

(4.9b-4.11b) clearly shows that the SCSN technique is capable of reproducing results 

for which the DD solution can be considered accurate. 



4.2 Numerical Dispersion 
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As explained earlier numerical diffusion is the artificial propagation of par

ticles which results from the spatial discretization of the streaming term of the 

transport equation. The effect is most noticeable near flux discontinuities, such as 

along a wavefront, or along the edges of a beam transporting through a vacuum. In 

the next example we consider a monodirectional source (fi = .30) incident on the 

3 = 0 surface of a perfect vacuum. The purpose of this problem is to demonstrate 

the reduced numerical diffusion obtained with the (SCSN) method, as compared to 

the conventional technique. For ease of comparison the results of the conventional 

Sn method, with and without a negative flux fixup (Table 4.1), along with the 

results obtained from the method of streaming rays (SR), with and without a ray 

effect mitigation routine (Table 4.2), are shown. (The SR method is included in 

the section as a standard, having been conceived precisely to eliminate numerical 

diffusion.) 
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Table 4.1 

Comparison of Particles Streaming 
Through a Vacuum For Sjv 

and SCSw Methods 

DD 0.6 -1.9 -0.8 4.5 3.3 -1.9 -5.8 -6.2 
DD 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
SC 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
DD -1.1 2.1 3.50 -2.6 -6.5 -5.30 -0.9 4. 
DD 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.6 2.50 
SC 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 O.Q^-
DD 2.1 -1.2 -6.6 -3.9 2.3 7.7 10Ĵ , ̂ Tl.3 
DD 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.2 1.8 4.9 . 8 9.0 
SC 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.7 6.7 
DD -3.8 -2.9 5.7 11.2 11.6 9.5 7.2 
DD 0.0 0.8 3.8 7^-^10.1 9.8 8.3 6.4 
SC 0.0 0.0 0.0^ •^oo 6.7 12.7 15.2 13.0 
DD 7.1 14J^ ̂ T3.8 10.6 7.4 4.9 3.1 2.0 
DD 4.6 11.8 9.5 6.8 4.6 
SC 9.2 19.0 19.6 13.3 -~"31 0.3 
DD 15.4 8.3 4.5 2^ 0.7 0.4 0.2 
DD 15.4 8.3 —1A 1.3 0.7 0.4 0.2 
SC —nrT"" 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

The SCSN solution is clearly superior to both of the conventional SN solutions 

in representing the discontinuity along the edges of the beam. In fact the results of 

the conventional method without a negative flux fixup are completely worthless and 

are included only to emphasize the severity of the problem. Although conventional 

techniques using negative-flux-fixups do considerably better, they are nonlinear, 

and as is apparent in Table 4.1, not completely effective. 



If the source particles are interpreted as a monodirectional beam then the 

(SR) results, without ray mitigation, represents the true solution, and all particles 

should remain within the dotted lines shown in Thble 4.2. On the other hand, if 

the source particles are assumed to be distributed between /* = .2, and n = .4, 

the edges of the cone for /x = .30, then the flux should be contained within the 

solid lines of Tables 4.1 and 4.2, and the results are best represented by the (SCSN) 

method. For this interpretation of the source the (SR) method does better with its 

ray effect mitigation routine turned on. However, it is evident that this routine is 

only partially successful as the flux still peaks along the source direction fi = .30. 

Table 4.2 

Comparison of Particles Streaming 
Through a Vacuum For SR 

and SCSw Methods 

SRM 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
SR 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
SC 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
SRM 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
SR 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1 
SC 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0^.' 
SRM 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0 . 3 ,  -Co 
SR 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.5 6.1 
SC 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 Jfeu 1.7 - --6 .f* 
SRM 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.3 12^.. - 1 8 .3 14.9 
SR 0.0 0.0 0.3 2^ - ^12.1 14.2 12.6 
SC 0.0 0.0 0.(L- -"iTo - ^6.7 12.7 15.2^ <13.0 
SRM 3.0 9.0^ " 18.3 12.9 7.0^ "T3 0.0 
SR 3.0 "*14.4 15.7 12.3 — *^.4 3A 
SC tr^ ' 9.2 19.0 19.fr "" 13.3 —3Tl 0.3 
SRM 16.9 11.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
SR 16.9 ~T60 0.3 0.0 0.0 0.00 
SC Ifi —TTT8 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
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As a final example each code was again tested for cases identical to those discussed in 

the ray mitigation section. Once again the optically thin medium (3.7 mfp squares) 

was considered. However, the source was restricted to a single quadrature direction. 

Figures 4.12a and 4.12b are the results of this final comparison. It is interesting to 

note that for the DD solution both numerical diffusion and ray effects are clearly 

visible. The superiority of the SCSN solution is evident in the sharply defined beam 

edges and in the electron distribution within the confines of those edges. 

4.3 Computational Efficiency 

Table 4.3 is a comparison of the CPU (Central Processing Unit) seconds 

necessary to complete calculations for the DD and SCSN codes. Included with each 

quadrature direction is the time required on both scalar (DEC 8650) and vector 

(SCS 40) processing computers. In order to compare the two systems the ratio of 

times must be considered since each operates at a different processing frequency. 

The times listed correspond to the optically thin cases discussed earlier in regards 

to ray mitigation (Figs. 4.1a-4.5a and 4.1b-4.5b). 

As expected the SCSN code was slower than its conventional counterpart. 

The vast discrepancy in total CPU time for the scalar computer can be attributed 

to two factors, the original calculation of the [Lm]-1 elements, and the inefficient 

matrix multiplications within the source iteration. In fact for each of the cases 

shown in Table 4.3 there were 101 spatial mesh cells, requiring each of the L"1 

matrices to contain over 10,000 elements. The source iteration, in turn, required 

over 10,000 x M mathematical multiplications each time it was performed. 
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Since the source iteration is ideally suited for vectorization, the SCSNmethod 

was expected to benefit significantly by execution on a vector machine. In fact the 

results of the vector computer calculations showed this to be the case. For the 

identical problems performed above, the ratio of CPU times required by each of the 

codes was considerably reduced. 

Table 4.3 

Total CPU Seconds For 
Scalar and Vector Processing 

Computers 

Scalar (DEC 8650) Vector (SCS-4C ) 
M S N  SCSN Ratio S N  SCSN Ratio 
2 10.11 152.23 15.06 36.03 122.88 3.410 
4 18.47 216.52 11.72 115.79 236.93 2.046 
6 30.71 308.60 10.05 246.10 399.26 1.622 
8 47.03 393.53 8.37 426.88 617.77 1.447 
12 93.48 588.66 6.30 939.99 1200.8 1.277 

Although the SCSN algorithm required more time to complete calculations, it was 

the more efficient of the two. As Figs. (4.1a-4.5a) and (4.1b-4.5b) illustrate, the 

higher accuracy of the streaming term approximation allows the SCSN method to 

yield better results, for a much lower order angular quadrature, than are obtainable 

by the conventional Sn technique. 
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Figure 4.1a SCSn Results For an Optically Thin Medium M 
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Figure 4.1b DD Results For an Optically Thin Medium M = 2 
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Figure 4.2a SCSjv Results For an Optically Thin Medium M = 4 
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Figure 4.2b DD Results For an Optically Thin Medium M — 4 
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Figure 4.3a SCSjy Results For an Optically Thin Medium M = 6 
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Figure 4.3b DD Results For an Optically Thin Medium M = 6 
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Figure 4.4a SCS^ Results For an Optically Thin Medium M = 8 
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Figure 4.4b DD Results For an Optically Thin Medium M 



Figure 4.5a SCSN Results For an Optically Thin Medium M = 12 
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Figure 4.5b DD Results For an Optically Thin Medium M = 12 
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Figure 4.6a SCSJV Results for Isotropic Scattering For an Optically Thin Medium, 

M=4 
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Figure 4.6b DD Results for Isotropic Scattering For an Optically Thin Medium, 

M=4 
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Figure 4.7a SCSjv Results for an Optically Thick Medium M = 2 
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Figure 4.7b DD Results For an Optically Thick Medium M 
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DD Results For an Optically Thick Medium M — 4 
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Figure 4.9a SCSjy Results for an Optically Thick Medium M — 6 



DD Results For an Optically Thick Medium M = 6 
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Figure 4.10a SCSn Results for an Optically Thick Medium M = 8 
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Figure 4.10b DD Results For an Optically Thick Medium M = 8 
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Figure 4.11a SCSat Results for an Optically Thick Medium M = 12 
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Figure 4.12a SCSn Results For a Monodirectional Source Incident on an Optically 

Thin Medium 
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CHAPTER 5. 

CONCLUSIONS 

As originally developed, the discrete ordinates method was optimized for use 

on scalar computers. Computer technology has improved to the point where it now 

seems feasible to design deteministic computer algorithms that yield results free of 

ray effect and numerical diffusion errors. The SCSN algorithm was designed to take 

advantage of several of the increased capabilities of today's super computers. The 

large memory capacity now available allows for the storage of the [Lm]-1 matrices. 

These large matrices are calculated a single time, and to a high degree of accuracy, 

and then used repeatedly in the source iterations(see Eq. 3.1). As in most discrete 

ordinate transport calculations, the source iteration accounts for a major portion of 

the algorithm's computational requirements. The fact that this source iteration is 

cast in matrix form allows for a significant increase in computational speed as the 

result of vector processing. 

Although to date no tests have been performed, the algorithm seems ideal for 

parallel processing. As the algorithm now exists, determining the elements of the 

[Lm]"1 requires a major portion of the total computation time. However, since these 

elements are independent of one another, in principle each could be determined by 

a separate processor(assuming that enough were available). In addition the matrix 
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multiplication required by the source iteration could also benefit from execution on 

a parallel processing machine. 

The SCSN method has several desireable features which include: 

1) The elimination of the ray effect problem. 

2) Negligible numerical diffusion. 

3) A positive and linear computational algorithm (spatial differencing 
schemes using negative flux fixups are nonlinear). 

4) A source iteration well suited for vector and parallel processing. 

In addition, although applied here to simple geometries, the method is completely 

general, and it appears that extensions to more complicated systems are possible. 

Many of the transport solvers in use today have the further abilities of yielding 

the diffusion limit28 in optically thick media, and interacting well with acceleration 

schemes such as Diffusion Snythetic Acceleration29 (DSA). It is not known at this 

time if solvers of the SCSN type are also adaptable in this manner. 
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The two main disadvantages of this method are clearly, 

1) The large memory requirements, 

and 

2) The large number of time consuming, nonproductive multiplica
tions within the source iteration. 

When considered with respect to the abilities of the modern super computing 

machines available today, these disadvantages become much less significant. 
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APPENDIX A 

RELATION BETWEEN AND THE P™ ITERATE 

By definition, 
M 

[L m ]  <f> n  — S m m , ( f>n-1  ( ^41)  
m'=1 

where <j>™ is the flux of particles having suffered n collisions. The total collided flux 

is obtained by summing both sides of Eq. (A.l) over all possible n, that is, 
* 

oo M / oo \ 

[I'm] E = E £•»' E fr-l • <-4-2> 
n=l m'=1 \n=l / 

Truncation of the infinite series at (p + 1) terms for numerical evaulation yields 

P+1 M /p+1 \ 

w E c  =  E E * ™ - >  •  i - 4 - 3 *  
n=l m'=l Vn=l / 

Letting (n — 1) —> n on the right side of Eq. (A.3) so that (p + 1) —• p loads 

to, 

p+i M / P \ 

m E - E «--• E fr' • <"-4> 
n=l m'=1 \n=0 / 

or 
p+1 Af / p \ 

il„] E A" - E • E i-4-5* 
n=l m'=l Vn=l / 



where 
M 

<5r = £ i 
m'=l 
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( A . 6 )  

A comparison of Eq. (A.5) and Eq. (2.20), 

M 
"(h-D = [Lm]-i (2.20) 53 

,m'=l 

clearly shows that the p t h  iterate of Eq. (2.20) is actually equal to the sum given 

by' v 
$7^ = (-4.7) 

n=1 

The iteration process implied by Eq. (2.20) is then said to converge when the 

contribution of the nth collided flux does not significantly change the sum of the 

previous fluxes. 
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APPENDIX B 

DERIVING EQUATION (2.32) 

Equation (2.32) 

i m  
TLYO 

for i' = i, 

exp f- r_1  <rmAs*l (1-°-e""A ' '")(^°-e--A" 
exp ^ 2Lfc=i'+l * ^ k 0™ (tJ" Ai, 

) 

(2.32) 

(7™ As; fOT * > 

is an expression for the uncollided flux in cell i due to a unit source located in cell 

i'j'. Although two derivations, one for i > i', and another for i = i' are necessary, 

both axe obtained by performing an electron balance on path length step i. 

7.1 i > i' 

Consider a point source of unit magnitude emitting electrons of path length 

5 located in cell i'j' of path length step i'. The number of uncollided electrons 

entering path length step i from this source is 

# Entering i = exp -( £ »rAs*-^r') 
U=« '+ l  / .  

( B .  1) 
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Similarly the number of uncollided electrons exiting path length step i is 

# Exiting i  =  exp  - E 
\fc=i'+l > 

( B .  2 )  

From thes two relations the number reacting in path length step i due to a dis

tributed source in cell i'j' then must be 

T s'-i 
Total # Reacting in i  =  exp  - E <As> 

k=i>+1 I d$I J As,< JAi,/ 
dx  exp  [ . sa j  

—exp  E 
*=j'+i 

I ds  I dx  exp \ so™)  
J&S; I  JAX: !  

(5.3) 

= exp  

—exp  

i-i - e "™As» 
L fc=i'+i 

- e "™As* 
L fc=i'+l 

Axj i  
(1.0 

(LO-e- 'P** ' ' )  
Axi (B '4) 

<7? 

= A i j i exp  
i—1 

•  ]P  a™As k  

L fc=i'+l 

( 1 0 -
IH_L_ (i.O — e_<T'As") 

°i> 
(5.5) 

Since the number reacting is also given bye <f)™0AxjAsiO™, solving for the flux 

yields the desired relation, 

= exP 

assuming Axj> = Axj 

«-i 

- e 
t=«'+i 

(l.0-e~g.?Aa-') (l.O — e~g|Ai|) 
<7 J? <7™ As, 

(B.6) 
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7.2 i'=i 

For this case the expressions are even simpler. The total number of paricles 

appearing in path length step i as the result of a unit source in cell ij is 

^Appearing in i = I dx I ds 
J&Xj J As; 

= A x j A s i  ( B .  7) 

The number exiting now becomes: 

^Exiting i =exp[—As,<7™] I dx I ds 
J&Xj  j&3i  

30' e • 

1.0 -

< 

Therefore the total number reacting in path length step i is 

i.o _ 
<f>™0AxjAsi<r™ =AxjAsi — A x,-

or solving for the flux 

crj™ 

( B . 8 )  

1 10-e<,•!nA,, 

<t>?0 =4- - (B.9) 
' <r? A S i (o?f 
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